I take issue with Frank Leavitt's sketch of a pragmatic criterion for the relevance of metaphysics to medical ethics. I argue that appeal to the potentialfor confusion generated by metaphysical subtlety establishes a needfor better communication rather than shows philosophical insight beside the point. I demonstrate that the proposed Criterion ofRelevance has absurd consequences, and I claim that the relevance ofphilosophical doctrines, whether ethical or metaphysical, is best accountedfor in terms of improved understanding.
I propose to take issue with some of the claims made by Frank J Leavitt in his recent paper 'Let's keep metaphysics out of medical ethics: a critique of Poplawski and Gillett' (1) . Let me say at once that I am generally in sympathy with the substantive thesis of his paper, namely, that the metaphysical concept of longitudinal form contributes little if anything to the clarification of the ethics of abortion. However, the reasons why the concept of longitudinal form is set aside repay further investigation, for it turns out that the author is not just defending the limited view that a particular metaphysical concept -longitudinal form -fails to enlighten when introduced into a particular ethical debate -concerning abortion -but subscribes to a general view about the relation of metaphysics and medical ethics. With this strand of his paper I am almost entirely out of sympathy. Leavitt Leavitt' s answer is clearly a pragmatic one; it must 'be a useful aid to making moral decisions' (page 206). He thus appears to espouse a conception of medical ethics which is rather narrower than I would be happy with but I do not propose to challenge that conception until the closing paragraphs of this paper.
To continue. The reason why the concept of longitudinal form is to be ejected from the abortion debate is that it is pragmatically inappropriate; it does not aid medical ethics in its task of helping people to make moral decisions about abortion. Moreover, the pragmatic shortcomings of the concept are directly related to its philosophical sophistication. A certain kind, or perhaps level, of subtlety is likely in practice only to 'confuse the people whom medical ethics ought to be helping' (page 206).
The situation, then, is that certain concepts may be sufficiently sophisticated as to be both useful tools for metaphysical purposes Leavitt's response might well be, and what follows is, of course, conjecture based on my understanding of his paper, to query the analogy on which the position just developed relies. We can have confidence that the sophisticated knowledge of the specialist physician is of relevance to the practical needs of the patient, hence the imperative to translate it into a form in which it is of practical use. If the analogy is sound, we can have comparable confidence that the sophisticated knowledge of the specialist metaphysician is relevant to the needs of medical decision-makers, hence an imperative to translate it too into a form in which it might be of practical use. But Leavitt's doubts about the value to medical ethics of metaphysical views and concepts turn out to be doubts about their relevance; and if he is correct, then it follows that the analogy cannot after all be relied on. Leavitt 's position, then, is not that metaphysical views are too easily intruded into medical ethics in ways which confuse rather than clarify, for an obvious solution to that problem is to communicate them in ways which do not confuse. His position is apparently the stronger one that metaphysics does not belong in medical ethics at all and should therefore be kept out. I say 'apparently' as he is not entirely consistent in what he asserts, as I shall shortly demonstrate.
The general idea seems to be that certain concepts, such as longitudinal form, while perfectly acceptable for some philosophical purposes, are not acceptable for practical, especially moral, purposes. The former, let us call them metaphysical concepts, belong in discourse which is pure, theoretical, and which makes no difference; whereas moral concepts figure in discourse which is applied, practical, and which does make a difference. Kantianism. If Joe Consequentialist decides that it would be wrong for him to attack, rob and sexually violate Elderly Neighbour, this gives us no reason to expect that Jo Kantian, who holds a competing philosophical doctrine, will decide that she ought to do so or even that she might be permitted to do so. In fact there are dozens, or rather literally innumerable, particular practical moral situations in which Joe and Jo will not disagree at all as to how they ought to behave. Sometimes they will disagree. I do not know how to compute how often that is likely to be. My guess is that the agreements will far outnumber the disagreements. But if Consequentialism and Kantianism are competing philosophical doctrines without its following that those who hold the respective doctrines ought to act differently in moral practice, then they fail to meet Leavitt of a blood transfusion should be honoured; and so on. Nevertheless in some situations they part company, and do so under the influence of their metaphysical views. An adequate discussion of this would need much more space than I can give it here, but the situations I have in mind are likely to involve abortion, physician-assisted suicide, post mortem examinations, the use of animals in research, and no doubt more. The two rival views thus meet the revised criterion, and once again it must be stressed that what makes them philosophical competitors is not satisfactorily explained in terms of the comparative moral behaviour of those who hold them but in terms of how they account for the relevant behaviour, whether the individual agents concerned are in substantive agreement about what they ought to do or not.
The Stringent Interpretation requires that a differentiation of what behaviour is morally required of the holders of rival philosophical doctrines is both necessary and sufficient to establish the relevance of the doctrines to medical ethics. The revised criterion in effect accepts that differences over what ought to be done in moral practice, where they occur, may be sufficient to establish the relevance of the doctrines in question to medical ethics. The other side of the coin is that, where no such differences occur, it does not follow that the philosophical doctrines are not relevant; that remains an open question. What does follow is that, if and when they are relevant, what makes them so cannot be accounted for in terms of contrasting moral behaviour for, by hypothesis, there is none.
The onus is now on me to say how I see philosophy contributing to medical ethics and indeed to other facets of everyday practice. My account begins with the idea that a philosopher is a theorist of foundations. Most philosophical problems raise questions about foundations, for instance about the foundations of our experience of the world, such as the causal and temporal connectedness of events. Moral philosophy tries to articulate the foundations of our moral experience.
It is worth seeing that moral philosophy is both distinct from morality and has a distinctive relationship to it. Morality is a whole complex of beliefs, judgments, actions, practices, institutions, and much more, which we begin to imbibe from an early age, and which becomes, for much of the time, 'second nature' (as we say about those facets of our lives -often practical things like driving a car -which we carry out fairly routinely). The moral judgments that we form, the moral decisions that we take, the moral actions that we perform as part and parcel of morality, typically employ various principles. It Let me draw the threads together. If medical ethics, and much the same applies to any other branch of applied ethics or applied philosophy, means thinking seriously, perhaps a bit harder than one otherwise might, about moral issues encountered in day-to-day medical practice, then it, though entirely worthwhile, need be no more philosophical in character than commonsense morality. Like the latter it will be practical in purpose, and there will be no reason to think that a philosopher can do it better than anyone else.
Philosophical ethics also requires serious thought about moral issues but the hallmarks of philosophical species of serious thought include what I have called a concern for foundations and a characteristic mode of enquiry. Philosophical reflection is something that a philosopher (and I use the label in a broad sense to include all who are familiar with this way of doing things irrespective of what their professional occupation happens to be) can do better than anyone else. One consequence of this is that the lay person vis-a-vis philosophy should expect to find a textbook of philosophical ethics as hard going as a lay person vis-a-vis medicine would find a treatise on gastroenterology. In both cases it is not impossible to cull most of what is valuable from those pages; but it is hard work. It may be that the philosophical work is the more accessible of the two, for if the account I have given above is anywhere close to being right the ethics textbook should be putting into words what, when thus prompted, is familiar to us in experience.
Philosophical reflection has a theoretical rather than a practical aim, though the distinction between theory and practice is another which cannot be drawn as neatly as we might sometimes wish. We reflect in order to understand what is going on, but understanding what is going on has practical value too in so far as understanding a problem is a partsometimes the main part -of finding a practical solution for it. So if medical ethics involves not just thinking seriously but thinking philosophically about moral issues in medicine, philosophical doctrines will have a relevance not just where they make a difference to what people do but more generally where they make a difference in understanding what is at stake.
Medical ethics includes a measure of reflection. Among the concepts which may merit reflection are a galaxy of moral concepts: duty, rights, justice, the sanctity of life, non-maleficence, and many more.
But there are also many non-moral concepts, such as person, death, competence, delusion, coercion, which merit as much serious attention. The philosophical theories and doctrines through which these reflections are expressed embrace metaphysics as well as ethics. Both may have a contribution to make to medical ethics, and so we cannot keep metaphysics out of medical ethics for much the same reason we cannot keep (philosophical) ethics out of it. But we can make sure, that is try to make sure, that it helps.
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